
During the atheist communist dictatorship (1947-1989), 
romanians tried to find out how to overcome oppression 
in order to achieve freedom. since 1989, they have had to 

find the answer to a different question: “What are we doing with the 
freedom we have?” Although there are many temptations and sug-
gestions coming from various fields of liberal economic, social, or 
political life, the secular perception cannot offer a solution that would 
not lead to fragmentation and isolation in personal and social life. i 
consider spiritual renewal—based on the living faith in god—as a 
solid vision that could offer us real life, both temporal and eternal.

Created in the image of triune god, human beings need an effec-
tive and creative dialogue with god, as eternal communion of life 
and love, in order to cultivate inner freedom and a healthy relation-
ship with others. this is the existential basis for expressing freedom in 
a responsible way, at home or in the local or global community—the 
proper answer to our continuous quest for infinite and eternal values 
among finite things and transitory events of this world. 

today, we have to pay special attention to children and young 
people. they are growing up in a secular society, without a spiritual 
transcendent horizon, confronted with many problems generated 
by a selfish approach to life. the new generation could overcome 
the bitter traces left by communist oppression and ideological limi-
tation, moving away from a pure biological and materialistic life to 
a true life characterized by deep spiritual, moral, and cultural values. 
youth can find solutions for the problems generated by globaliza-
tion, overcoming the obsession of fast material profit that leads to 

modern slavery of material consumerism and trafficking of human 
persons. Although romania joined the European Union, romanians 
have to understand that Europe shall not be just a continent of the 
Euro, but also a continent of rich spiritual values and religious tradi-
tion that shaped Western civilization over the centuries.  

We are aware that Western civilization is growing poor because, 
in the secular vision of life, sacred values of family are rejected in the 
name of selfish freedom. in a civilized society that is developing eco-
nomically but declining demographically, the career became a prior-
ity while the transcendent sense of family and community has been 
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      “…Where the Spirit of the Lord is, 
                               there is freedom.” —2 Corinthians 3:17

forgotten. Children are primarily educated 
to gain but not to share, to win but not to 
protect, to use but not to respect, to talk but 
not to listen, to expect but not to offer.

however, healthy religious education is 
a great chance to overcome this individual-
istic perception of life. the Word of god and 
communion with god could heal the con-
temporary spiritual and moral crisis, leading 
people to the light of Christ and training 
them as future citizens of the heavenly king-
dom, responsible in front of god and all hu-
man generations: “For here we do not have 
an enduring city, but we are looking for the 
city that is to come” (hebrew 13:14).    

therefore, the cooperation between the 
romanian patriarchate and World Vision, 
with the youth bible Curriculum project, 
is helping the seed of true freedom grow 
within the hearts of romanian children, 
transforming them into springs of life and 
renewal. the catechetical guide promotes 
efficient and interactive teaching methods, 
complementary to the religious education 
offered in public schools, helping professors 
and priests strengthen the link between 
children and their ecclesial communities. 
they are succeeding through this project 
to emphasize Christian values, not just from 
an intellectual perspective, but also offering 
existential patterns and strong motivations 
for a renewed life in Christ—a life of free-
dom and responsibility for communion. ■

» His Beatitude  
Dr. Daniel Ciobotea 
is patriarch of the 
Romanian Orthodox 
Church and a strong 
supporter of the Youth 
Bible Curriculum.    
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